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Figure 1. Close-up view showing the rougher platform of the 
basaltic rock in the southwest corner of this image that abuts the 
smoother lake floor along a 3-m-high scarp (a). The underlying 
lacustrine sediments in this region have a differentially eroded 
pattern covered with small rocks. A thin veneer of loose sediment 
with bedforms (b) can be seen.

Figure 2. Close-up view showing the microtopography of the rock platform mapped by the SQUID-5 system. The small depressions (c) 
located in the center and west of the view are about 0.5 to 1 m deep. The rock (d) labeled near the northeast corner is 1 m wide and 60 
centimeters (cm) tall.

Figure 4. Close-up view showing the rougher rock platform in the southwest corner abruptly terminating and revealing the underlying 
sediment to the northeast. The ledge in this region (g) is almost 4 m high, and small blocks have eroded off the ledge. SQUID-5 mapped 
small bedforms (h) as small as 2 cm high in the sediment. The orthomosaic in sheet 2 shows the bedforms are composed of both light 
and dark sediment.

Map view. Very fine morphologic variability of the lake floor in this region 
is visible through this colored shaded-relief bathymetric map”. This 
region of Lake Tahoe is described by Kortemeier and others (2018) as 
being composed of basaltic lapilli tuff and pillow basalt overlying 
lacustrine sediments. The rougher lake floor is likely the basaltic tuff and 
pillow lava whereas the smoother lake floor particularly in the northeast 
is lacustrine sediments. Individual rocks are spread throughout. White 
boxes show the locations of figures 1 through 4.

Figure 3. Close-up view showing the rougher rock platform and 
its transitions to the underlying smooth lacustrine sediment to 
the northeast over two vertical faces. The lake floor drops 
almost 4 m over the two faces. The depressions (e) labeled in 
the southwest corner are about 1.5 m wide and up to 50 cm 
deep. The ledge between the vertical faces and lower smooth 
lake floor are covered with rocks. The rock (f) labeled northeast 
of center is about 1 m wide and almost 50 cm tall.

Direction of illumination from false sun—Position of 
false sun is at 300° azimuth, 45° above horizon 
[arrow included in explanation for illustration 
purposes only; not shown on map]
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EXPLANATION OF MAP SYMBOLS
Lake floor depth, lake elevation, and illumination—Depths are in 

meters relative to lake surface at time of mapping (2021). 
Elevations are in meters above North American Vertical Datum of 
1988. Bright areas are illuminated, facing false sun; dark areas are 
in shadow, facing away from false sun

DISCUSSION
This two-sheet publication displays a high-resolution colored 

shaded-relief bathymetric map (this sheet) and orthomosaic (sheet 2) 
of part of the Lake Tahoe floor in California generated from a U.S. 
Geological Survey towed surface vehicle with multiple downward-
looking underwater cameras. The system is named the Structure-
from-Motion Quantitative Underwater Imaging Device with Five 
Cameras (SQUID-5) (U.S. Geological Survey, 2022). The cameras 
were synchronized with each other and with a survey-grade Global 
Navigation Satellite System. A total of 42,939 photographs were 
collected with nearly complete overlapping coverage of an area 
approximately 250 meters x 250 meters (m) (Hatcher and others, 
2021). A digital terrain model and orthomosaic were generated from 
the overlapping photographs using Structure-from-Motion and 
photogrammetry techniques. The raw imagery is available online in 
the data release by Hatcher and others (2021), and the processed 
digital terrain model and orthomosaic are available in the data release 
by Warrick and others (2021). Gaps are present in the bathymetry 
data owing to data-collection or -processing artifacts. These two 
sheets display the very fine details of the lake floor mapped using 
SQUID-5. The digital terrain model shown here has a spatial 
resolution of 25 millimeters.
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